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COMBUSTION IN A BOMB WITH A FUEL-INJECTION SYSTEM

By MILDRED COHN and ROBERT C. SPENCER

SUMMARY

Fuel injected into a spherical bomb- with air ai a
detired dentity and temperature could be igniied uith a
~park a jew thmwandtlwoj a sed afier injection, an
intervalcomparablewith the ignition lag in juel-inj&
w“na. The efiect of 8everd variableson the ate?d and
rate oj cambwtion was inve@ated: Time intwnzb be-
tween injection and ignition oj juel of 0.003 to 0.06
8econd and one of 6 minutes; indti air temperaiuree oj
100° U. to 360° 0.; initial a+rdkwiti.tx equiuaknt to 6,
10, and 16 abaolute atmosphere pre+wuxeai 100° C.:
and air-fd ratw8 of 6 to g6.

I“lw 6-minuie interval between injwtion and 8park
permitted thefd to vaporize completely; jor the 8h0rter
periods the qioeiun took place with .h@.n2Lvupormti
turec. .For the 8h0rt periodi, the time oj reaction in-
cremww?w the period wae increaaed and the raponae of
combudion to changee in the initial condibu w more
marked thun it uw jor the long period, indi.cding the
@@i.cance of dtitribtiion and vaporization. An in-
creaee in initial temperature o?ememedthe time of reac-
tion jor bothiypee but incremed the tztw of combuhm
for only the 8hM-period mi.du.n%. For the uniform
vapor+.zirezploti, an increu8ein air den.siiyb@M.eG?
the reaction time. For the mxuunijormZiqwia%apor-air
e3plo8ion8, an increme in air den8ity from 0.00473 to
0.0096 gram per & centimeter (equivai%nito 6 and 10
dmoepbee prt=wureat 100° C.) shortened the time oj
reaction but (with tlw reception of the tat.e a.i 100° C.),
a8 the d.ensdy wiw incremed to O.Ol@? gram per cubic
centimeter (eguival.ent to 16 atnweplwnx pnweure &
100° C.), the reaction time tended to lengthen. The
leunat mtiure thai would expkxie with a deluy perikd
of 6 minule8 corresp& to an air+wl ra.$wof 30.7.
For a delay period of 0.004 semnd it comeq& to
01’MOj 2?6. The reaction time wa8 a minimum and the
maximumprea8urea m-mum at an air-fuel ratw of 10
jor the delayed explmimw. At the higher o?emitiw and
temperature, tlwtwo types of exploti actedmore alike.

INTRODUCTION

The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
has carried out investigations of the formation, pene-
tration, and combustion of fuel sprays. The N. A. C.
A. combustion apparatus (reference 1) has been wed to

photograph the combustion of fuel under conditions
analogous to those existing in the combustion chamber
of a high-speed compression-ignition engine. This
apparatus has also been used for an investigation in
which the injected fuel was ignited by a spark (reference
2). The individual effects of such vmiabl= as the time
interval between the injection and the spark, the air
temperature, the air density, and the turbulence can-
not, however, be determined with the combustion
apparatus.

An analysis of the effects of such variables on the
combustion of fuel sprays would be very helpful in
explahing the phenomena observed in engines. A
spherical bomb was therefore constructed into which
the fuel could be injected undar varying conditions and
be ignited by a spark at any desiredtime after injection.
Homogeneous mixtures of vaporized fuel and air can
be obtained by allowingstioient timeto elo,psebetween
injection and ignition and the combustion of such uni-
form mixtures can be compmed with the combustion of
nonuniform mixtures of liquid fuel, fuel vapor, and air.

The combustion apparatus has recsntIy been utibed
for tests in which ignition was effected by compression
(reference 3). When compared with the data of
reference 2, the results indicated that the data obtained
with spark iggtion would be useful in studying com-
bustion obtained by compression ignition. The results
obtained with the bomb, particularly those at high
temperatures and pressures, should be an aid in inter-
preting phenomena in compression-ignition engines.
The present paper covers the results obtained when
a hydrogenated safety fuel waa used in the spherical
bomb and the conditions varied. The tests were
conducted at the Langley Field laboratm-ies during
the winter of 1933-34. .

APPARATUS AND METHOD

THEBOMBANDAUXILIARYEQUIPMENT

The spherical bomb designed for this invsst@tion
is constructed of stainless steel and has a volume of
600 cubic centimeters. The bomb is equipped with
an optical-type pressure indicator, a spark plug, an
injection valve, and an air inlet and exhaust fitting.
The bomb is immersed in a liquid bath thermostati-
cally controlled to withi 1° C. Tests showed that
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after the bath temperature had been held constant for
10 minutes, no appreciable difference could be detected
between the temperature of the air within the bomb
and that of the bath. The assembled test apparatus
is shown in f@re 1. Fuel is sprayed into the bomb
(fig. 2) through a 13-oriiice nozzle (fig. 3) designed
according to the recommendations of Spanogle and
Foster (reference 4).

The experimental arrangement is shown by the
sketch of figure 4. The system tonsists of a high-

the reservoir. The fuel weight can be controlled
within + 2 percent. The fuel is circulated under
pressure through the injection valve by a pump in
order to control the temperature of the fuel at the
valve. The temperature of the fuel was maintained
at 45° C. in all the tests.

The electrodes of the spark plug were extended by
nichrome wires ending in nichrome balls 2.5 milli-
meters in diameter. The spark gap was kept adjusted
to about 0.46 millimeter, as less clearance apparently

FIGURE L—The asemblul appratm

pressure hand pump, a reservoir, a poppet valve, an
injection valve, and a clutch mechanism for operating
the poppet valve. The clutch is engaged by pulling a
trip lever; the camshaft then makes a single revolu-
tion. The pressure of the fuel above the poppet
valve is su.fflcient to hold it closed as the spring is
compressed by the cam follower. When the cam fol-
lower strikes the valve and opens it slightly, the pres-
sure is no lo~uer effective and the compressed apriwg
completes the opening of the valve very rapidly. A
pressure wave then travemes the injection tube to
the injection valve, causing the injection of the fuel.

The fuel quantity may be changed by varying the
pressure in the reservois or by changing the size of

0

caused considerable cl.iflicultyin igniting the mkture.
The spark gap was located at the center of the bomb,
and the injection valve was so mounted that the
sprh.y horn the center otice of the nozzle impinged
directly upon the gap. This arrangement insured
the presence of fuel at the spark gap but, because of
the wetting of the plug, it necessitated the use of CL
heavy spark discharge. The timing of the spark with
respect to the spray could be vmied by the phase-
changing device indicated in figure 4. This device
permitted a variation in spark timing from O to 0.063
second after injection shut. Longer intervals had to
be manually timed, and the range between 0.063 second
and about 10 seconds could not be investigated.
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In order to set the timing of the spark with respect
to the spray, the spark-timing switch was connected
as the switch for a neon-tube stroboscope and the start
of injection was then visually determined. These
settings were checked by wrapping heavy paper around
a pulley, mounting the injection valve and the end
of the ignition cable just above the pulley, and making
an injection against the paper while the pulley was

turning at a known speed. The timing of the spark
with respect to the spray was dcnkmninedby measuring
the distance between the mark of the spark and the
mark of the injection. As a result of these tests it is
estimated that the spark timing did not vmy more
than 0.0001 second for any one setthqg of the switch.

The pressure indicator is of the optical type and has
been described in reference 3. The two diaphragms
used in the test wem designed for pressuresof the order
of 70 and 120 atmospheres. The natural frequencies
of the diaphragm and the optical gear were 9,600 and

11,000 vibrations per second, respectively: ~~
indicator was calibrated by means of a dead-weight
gage tester at temperatures up to 250° C. The film
speed used during most of the tests was 100 inch~ per
second, but a few te+s were made with a film speed of
33 inches per second. The indicator is provided with
a spark gap for recording the time of passage of the
igniting spark.
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FIGURE &—The l%oridce noulm Pkne DDf Is identical with BB7 and plfmCO’
~ identical with AA’.

THE FUEL

Hydrogenated safety fuel (reference 5) was used
throughout these tests. The properties peculiar to
this fuel are its high octane number and its high flash
point (41° C. as compared with —32° C. to —43° C.
for gasolines). The percentage of aromatic and naph-
thenic compounds is much higher in hydrogenated
fuel than it is in ordinary str&~h&run or cracked
distillates. The results of actual engge tests con-
ducted at this laboratory with the safety fuel are
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A, ah We Lfumdmm W, InJe&on tube..
B, bhnetal s&[p M, fmmafrkmttle X, fnjed[on valv6
C, Fmmb N, from blgh—mesmreprimp Y, lamp
D, mm o, fnelciradOtblg pressmegEge z, lam
E, chwk valve P, frlel hfgb—~ gage A’, motor
F, dfilllpti liw3 Q, foel~lr B’. ofl bath
G, clntch R, @3r -p c’, OrfE% O.ozc-blcb
H, cstndenmr, 8 mfcrofamd S. heatfng cdl D’, p~ng .WY
I, contact pofnt T, b&h-~ rewrvoir E’, piV0t6d ndrror
J,wolfLQcoU u, holdm for bomb F’, rmpfht valve
K,exhaost v, fndfdor dlaphmgm G’, relay

FIQUaE 4.—Dfagram of the appm’ntus.

H’, resistance lam~
l’, pk Mdl
J’, spark @3p
K’, -k pklg
L’, spark. tlndng gwltoh
M’, Stfrror
N’, .wncbmuons motor
O’, thermometer
P’, VoltngeZzon. L
Q’, voltage 234 d, o.
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FIQUEE S.-Effwt of time fnterval (T.– Ti) between fnfmtfon and spark. Inftfal @Jr tempere~ ZWY’C.; fnltIal alr Pmvmre, 6.3 atmmpberm, abwlttte; air-fuel
rdo,IL
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presented in reference & The properties of the fuel
are listed below:

Propdim ojh@ogended sc.jetyfuel .

Spedtlo ~v[ty ---------------------------------- 0. ~2
Initialbotigpoht ------------------------------ 156°C.
60perwntpoint--------------------------------- 180”C.
80 ~rwnt point --------------------------------- 190”C.
90 ~rcent point --------------------------------- 193”C.
fidboti gpoint ------------------------------- 206”C.
Recove~, permnt -------------------------------- 99
Octinen~bwI --------------------------------- 95
FtnBhpoCnt (Abel close&cupmethod)-------------- 41”C.
Percenti@ mrbon ------------------------------- S&5
Percent~hy&ogen ------------- --------------- 1L5
Heat of combustion~ (constant volume at 30° C.),

mloti~/~m ---------------------------------- 10,400

ANALYSL90FRECORDS

The data obtained from the pressure-indicator
records included the time from the injection to the
spark (T,—Z’~), the time from the spark to the start
of pressure rise, the time for completion of the total
reaction when possible, and the time for the comple-
tionofadefinite percentageofthe reaction, aswellas
the time of attaining the maximum pressure. (See
table I.) In the detmmimtion of the time for the
attainment of maximum pressure, the line recorded
bythepasaageof the spark was considered zero.

Difficul~ was encountered in the determination of
the time of fittainment of maximum pressure ow@
to thelongdumtion ofamoreorlew constant pressure
(fig. 5) at the end of the explosion when the rateof
heat input is apparently brdancedby the rate ofheat
loss. Owing tothe uncertainty of the location of the,
point of mwdmum pres9ure, for compamtive purposes,
another point in the pressure-time curve was arbi-
trarily chosen at P=2.5 Pi, where P, is the initial
prcssuro. In figure 6 both the time interval from the
spark to 2.5 Pi and the interval from the spark to
maximum pressure are plotted for the delayed explo-
sions. As iigure 7 shows, no difllculty was experienced
in determining the location of maximum pressure for
these explosions. Figure 8 shows that, for compara-
tive purposes, the chosen time interval (Tzm,– 2’,)
may be used as an equivalent of the total time between
the passage of the spark and the attainment of maxi-

0

mum pressure (Z’P_— T’,).

1 Datermlnd egalnst b—rdane and boptane blends on SEZ+6SWIEtbYl Gasoline
Co~ratlon &t anginq @&at tomparataq WY F.; angine sw@ EJ31r. p. m.;
compmslon presmrq l!xltompmlldspm sqnaraina

1 DtiIned by tbe Natlonai Bnrean of S@ndards

Owing to the change in the specfic heats with tem-
perature, the percentage of reaction does not remain
constant for the same P/Pi ratio at difbrent initial
temperature. Assuming that the products of the
reaction are C02 and HjO and using Lewis and Ran-
dall’s values for the specific heats of gases (reference 7)
and Cragoe’s values for the specific heat of the fuel
(reference 8), the following results axe obtained:

TomP&tura Pemantago rmct!on
“c. P= 25 Pi,

loo---: -----------------------: ------ 17.3
160---------------------------------- 20.0
200---------------------------------- 2Z 4
%0---------------------------------- 26.8

If the time necess.~ to achieve a definite percentage
of reaction had been chosen insW of the time neceg-
sary to reach 2.5 P~, the same trends would have been
observed qualitatively.

d 6 1,11
o’ I

.-

Air-fuelrofio “-
FIGURE6.-Effmt of air-fnal ratio on rnaxlmnrn p~ ratio and time of remtion.

Time lnkvol k&wean inj.mtion and -k (!P.-TJ, 5 minntq initial air t8rn-
IWo* N O.; initial alr ~ 6.Satrn~ akdolnh

TEST RESULTS .

The test results are summarized in table I. The
data are not complete at 100° C.” because ignition
would not take place over n complete range of time
intervals between the injection of the fuel and the
passage of the spark. The three densities used at
each temperature (100°, 150°, 200°, and 250° C.) were
equivalent to 5, 10, and 15 atmospheres absolute pres-
sure at 100° C. and shall hereinafter be referred to as
5, 10, ~d 15 atmospheres. At a detity of 5 a~o~-
pheres the range extended from O.OO3to 0.020 second;
at 10 atmospheres the limits were from 0.003 to 0.052
second; and at a density of 15 atmospheres the range
was horn 0.004 to 0.056 second. At all other tem-
peratures the mixture would explode throughout the
entire range investigated, after the limiting vrdue in
spark timing, at 0.003 or 0.004 second after injection.
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TABLEI.—THERATEAND EXTENT OF COMBUSTION

FOR HYDROGENATED SAFETY FUEL INJECTEI
INTO AIR AT DIFFERENT DENSITIES

[Afr-fnelratfo, 15]

Tfme M6rVaLq bdwwn—

IIdthf Inftfd b@xfnmm pressmf

%lw- gx) g&#k $%t y--wd W&!-j!-j
(T.–T,) ‘Jf-mreI’isO ( FaP<—T,)

DENSPPY OR 5 ATMOSPHERES (REFERRED TO lIJT O.)

0c.
lw..._._

1.50. . . . . .

m.....-.

260. . . . . . . .

A!+&-
ho

6.7

&3

7.0

SecOnrl

.........—.
(901m

.02m

.0376

.27

.0240

.lmm

.Cw.5

.0140

.0540

.0m6

:E
. m5
. olm
.Oms

H
(9 X3

3.s
%3
3.76
6.2

::
X9
4.3

:;
3.8
3.9

, 4.2
h3

DENSITY OF 10 ATMOSPHERES (REFERRED TO IW” O.)

lw-. . . . . . 10.0

lo... . . . . . IL 4

m.—.-.. u?

2m-. . . . ..- 14.0

I

4.2
4.0
Z8
L2
4.6
4.2
4.1

::
44
4.6
4.6

::
4.3
4.4
4.9
6.1

DENSITY OF 16 ATMOSPHERES (REFERRED TO IW O.)

m.-—.. I&o

lal-.._. 17,0

m —---- 19.1

m . . . . . . 21.1

—
o.mJ6

.02m t.:

.0276

.mnl i’:

. olm

.0196 i!

.1016 4.1

.0426 L8

.mm 4.7

.mm 4.6

. O1!M

.W36 2:

:%% k:
.mm 4.6
. m75 4.7
.0240 6.2
.0246 5.6

1 Vafne not mwmnnble.

MAXIMUM PRI?SSURE23

The ratio of maximqn pressure to initial prewm
(P~JPJ is tabulated for the vmious temperature

● and pressures because this ratio is indicative of th[
extent of effective combustion. No attempt has beel
made to correct the values of the maximum prwnm
for heat losses, although the time required to attah
maximum pressure varies.

It will be noted horn the table that the ratios o
maximum to initial pressurefor the so-called” delayed’

.04

.0:

.0;

,01

c

.04

.01

0

.05

.04

.03

.02

.01

0 .- —
Equi~’lem f densify in %’fmospheres of !;O “C.

Fmwru S.-Effeat of ah domfty on tfmo of rmdom Air-fnel ratio. 16
(a) Tfm3 requfrd for fnnwxa to & Z6 Pi. T.– T{. O.lBf and O:On-‘&ond.

(b) Tfme W@red for pressure to reach 25 P{. 2’.– Ti, 5 mfnutes. (o) Time
reqnired for pr@m3ra to rmcb maxfmnm. T.– Ti, 5 rnfnntes
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explosions (spark occurring several minutes after in-
jection of the fuel) greatly exceed those for the m-
plotions with short time intervals between injection
and ignition, this effect being more marked at low
temperatures and air densities. For those mistures
exploding at a very short time after injection, the
pressure ratio (PmOJPJ increases with increased air
density and, in general, increases with increased
temperature. On the other hand, for the delayed
explosions the pressure ratio decreases with increased
temperature. The delayed explosions exhibited no
definite trend of Pm_/P, with change of density al-
though, in general, the ratio decreased slightly with
an incrense of density.

For the delay period of 0.004 second the variation
of maximum pressure with air-fuel ratio was direct;
wherew for the delayed explosions the maximum pres-
sure ratio reached a mmimum value at an air-fuel
ratio of 10. The leanest mixture that would explode

c
‘5 I .05
~i
-. , -- -_/p. -. h

I I I I I I I I P --J. A“
~3

1
.01\ _

.!! I.- 1!1
$8foj2J4[6[8

I,, ltll,
20 22 24

0
* Air-fuelrafio

~GUEE 9.—Effti Offdr-fnd -0011 ~~ ~ ratio and on time of r6ac-
UOU T.-TJ, 0.(04 secon~ Ixdtisl fdr temwratam% x@ O.; ~m ~ ~
&s ahncupken% atihlta

with ~ delay period of 5 minute-s (figw.6 and 7) corre-
sponded to an air-fuel ratio of 20.7. With a delay
period of 0.004 seqond (fig. 9) an air-fuel ratio of 25
would explode.

With air-fuel ratios in the neighborhood of 10 in
the w of delayed explosions, the reaction was, in
fact, so intense in this range that severe vibrations
were set up which continued for some time after the
maximum pressure was attained (see fig. 7). The
explosions were accompanied by a high-pitched whistle
or “squeak.” The frequency of the vibrations was
apprcm-hnately6,000 per second. The appearance of
tie highest fkquency at the point of greatest pressure
(that is, highest temperature) indicated that the vibra-
tions were actually in the gas.

TIMEOF~EACIYO~

The values for the time interval Tam,– T, are tib-
ulated for all conditions except that of a pressure of
5 atmospheres and a temperature of 100° C., where
the pressure never reached 2.5 times its initial value.
Under the same temperature and pressure conditions
the shortest reaction time corresponds to the shortest

.

T,– T, interval; as the time between the injection of
the fuel and the passage of the spark increased, the
rate of pressure rise decreased and the time between
the occurrence of the spark and the beginning of n
perceptible rise increased. The typical series of rec-
ords shown in figure 5 illustrates this trend. As the
temperature increasea, the time Tz.S~,—T, decreases.
An increase in air density at tit decreases the time
of reaction for the liquid-vapor-air explosions but, at
the higher densitiw and the temperature above 100°
C., there is a tendency for the interval to lengthen
with further increase in density. For the vapor-air
explosions, an increase in air density increases the time
of reaction. It will be seen that, notably at tho lower
temperatures, the time between tho spark and the at-
tainment of a pressure equal to 2.5P~ was sometimes
shorter for the delayed explosions than it was for some
of the others. If the maximum rates of pressure rise
are compared, however, the delayed e@osions always
yield the higher values because the reaction autoac-
celerates and the delayed explosions attain the higher
pressures. The eflect of fuel concentration on renc-
tion time is shown in figures 6 and 9. For the delayed
explosions, the reaction time ma a minimum at on
air-fuel ratio of 10.

SIJMMAIIYOFT=T R~ULTS

The test results may be summarized w follows:
For the explosions having T,– Ti periods between

0.003 and 0.06 second, the extent of effective combus-
tion, as measured by P~JPc

varied directly with tampemture;
varied directly with density; and
varied directly with fuel concentration.

The time of reaction—
varied dhectly with the T,— Ti interval;
varied inversely with temperature;
varied inversely with density at low densities

and directly with density at the higher densi-
ties; and

varied inversely with fuel concentration.
For the explosions having a T,– T, period of 6

minutes, the extent of effective combustion—
varied inversely with temperature owing to

changing specific heats;
exhibited no definite trend with increase of

density but tended to decrease slightly; and
reached a maximum at an air-fuel ratio of 10.

The time of reaction—
varied inversely with t&mperature;
varied directly with density; and
reached a minimum at an air-fud ratio of 10.

PEEUSIONOFRESULTS

Excellent agreement was generally obtained be-
tween records taken under the same conditions.
With a T.— T, period of 0.063 second, however, the
variation in the time of reaction sometimes reached
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50 percent. The usual variation of the maximum
pressure was between 2 and 3 percent with a maxi-
mum variation of 10 percent. The maximum pres-
sure could be measured within one-half ahnosphere.
Time intervals could be measured on the iilm drum
to within 0.0005 second as the film drum waa driven
by a synchronous motor.

When a number of records were taken without clean-
ing the bomb, the time of reaction increased. The
inside of the bomb was therefore never allowed to
accumulate a coating of carbon but was cleaned very
thoroughly after every few tests. At least one test
for each condition was made with the clean bomb.
The usual procedure was to make a test with the
clean bomb and then to make several check tests with
the bomb uncleaned but flushed thoroughly with air.
The tabular data represent the average of at least
three records for each recorded value; the conclusions
remdt from the trends exhibited by approximately
650 individual records.

DISCUSSION

The validity of drawing analogies between the com-
bustion in a fuel-injection engine and the combus-
tion of a homogeneous”mixture of fuel and air can be
judged from these results. Whth respect to each
vnriable considered-air temperature, air density, and
air-fuel ratio-the behatior of the vapor-air mixture
differs from that of the liquid-vapor-air mixture. It
must not be forgotten, however, that the tempem-
tures encountered in an engine at the moment of igg-
tion are considembly higher than the corresponding
tempemtures used in these tests. When the initial
density is comparable with densities in an engine (&e
two higher densities correspond to compression ratios
of 7.9 and 11.8, respectively), the two types of explo-
sion become more similar in behatior, particularly at
the higher temperature.

VARIATIONINTIMING

As the time between injection of the fuel and passage
of the spark was increased, the rate of pressure rise
decreaaed considerably, accompanied by an increase
in the time between the spark and the start of pressure
rise. The phenomena are similar to those found with
the N. A. C. A. combustion apparatus (reference 2),
and at the time of the reported tests an explanation
was suggested on the basis of a change in the composi-
tion of the mixture with increased time due to vaporiza-
tion and decomposition of the fuel. In the present
tests,however, it is believed that the temperatureswere
too low for the occurrence of appreciable decomposition
(references 9 and 10).

An analysis of the significance of the time variable
presents the following potential effects: (1) change in
distribution of fuel with a consequent change in the air-
fuel ratio at the point of ignition; (2) increase in qunn-

tity of fuel vaporized, which may involve a ch~me in
the ratio of air to fuel vapor, a greater predominance of
the rate of homogeneous reaction over the heteroge-
neous liquid-air surface reaction if the latter exists, and
perhaps a change in composition of the vapor becnuse
of preferential vaporization of certain components; (3)
chemical reactions occurring before ignition, which in-
clude preflame oxidation, decomposition of the fuel,
formation of hi@ly activatad molecules of very short
life; and (4) change in the degree of turbulence, gradual
decrease after the primary distmbance due to injec-
tion. Although no satisfactmy explanation of the
phenomena has been found, a brief discussion of the
foregoing possibilities will be given here.

The fkst possibility was eliminated by the tests
varying the air-fuel ratio. Although the rate of pres-
sure rise varied with the air-fuel ratio, the initial rate
for the delayed explosions, regardless of the air-fuel
ratio, was never as great M it was for the short T,— T,
periods. Even the mtium rate of pressure rise of
the delayed explosions did not exceed that of some of
the shortAnterval ones, as shown by the records for an
air “densityof 15 atmospheres and a T,— Ti period be-
tween 0.003 and 0.004 second in which the maximum
rate of pressure rise was as great as the highest maxi-
mum rate obtainable with the delayed eqlosions,
namely, that at an air-fuel ratio of 10. (See fig. 7.)
The time ,lag preceding the staxt of pressure rise was
longer for the delayed explosions. (See @s. 5 and 7.)
These comparisons conclusively prove that the air-
fuel ratio is not the sole cause of the variation in pre9-
sure rise observed with diflerent timing.

The second possible explanation, a predominance of
the homogeneous over the heterogeneous reaction, im-
plies the existence of a greater percentage of the fuel in
the vapor phase and also awunw that the rate of the
homogeneous reaction ia slower than that of the heter-
ogeneous reaction (an assumption that is, a priori,
very doubtful). At least qualitatively, an increase in
temperature with the same T.— T$ period should be
equivalent to increasing the T,— Ti period and holding
the temperature constant. Quantitatively, the effect
would depend somewhat upon the relative temperature
coefficients of the reactions. It is obvious, however,
horn the data that an elevation of the initial tempera-
ture decreases the time and increases the rate of re-
action; whereas an increase in the time interval be-
tween injection and spark has the reverse effect. It
may therefore be concluded that an increase in the pro-
portion of fuel in the vapor phase does not account for
the decreaaein the rate of reaction unlessan increase in
initial temperature in some way has an effect unrelated
to vaporization that more than compensates the effect
of increased vaporization.

The possibility of chemical reactions occurring be-
fore ignition was not investigated. Such reactions
would normally be expected to increase the rate of
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pressurerise with increased time before iggtion as well
m to shorten the lag between the spark and the start
of pressure rise. In order to explain the observed
phenomena, it is necessary to postulate a prefkune
reaction that is detrimental to the flame reaction. If
the presence of highly activated, unstable, intermed-
iate compounds were ascertained, whose concentration
decreased with time due to their short life, the reaction
might be expected to proceed more slowly as the
T,— T, period was lengthened. Various inwxkiga-
gators have suggested the primary formation of such
intermediate compounds (reference 10) but their exist-
ence as well rLstheir behavior remains a controversial
point.

Injection of the fuel undoubtedly introduces some
turbulence in the medium; this turbulence decreases
with increase of time after injection. Turbulence has
been found to increase the rate of reaction (reference
11 and reference 12, p. 243). In an engine the amount
of turbulence set up by the injection of the fuel is
negligible in comparison with the turbulence induced
by the air intake and the piston movement. Were
the effects of the variation in timing in the bomb to be
attributed solely to turbulence, it would be necessmy
to view them as phenomena entirely unrelated to the
effects of variation of the injection advance angle on
the rata of combustion in the N. A. C. A. combustion
apparatus (reference 2).

EFFECl!OFT~~ERATURE

When discussing the effect of temperature on an
explosive reaction, the initial temperature of the
mixture must be clearly distinguished from the tem-
perature of the explosive reaction, that is, the flame
temperature. The initial temperature is primarily
siggcant in the initial stages of the reaction, particu-
larly when a liquid fuel is used and when heat transfer
and vaporization are of importance. As a result, the
temperature has a much greater influence on the
heterogeneous reactions, that is, the reactions in
which the spark occurs very shortly after injection,
than on the homogeneous reactions with a completely
vaporized fuel. The term “homogeneous” as used
here is meant to eliminate the possibility of a hetero-
geneous liquid-gas reaction, not a reaction at the wall
of the bomb.

Temperature does, nevertheless, afEectthe rates of
the fuel-vapor-air explosions (delayed explosions)
somewhat and also affects the maximum pressure
attainable, owing to changes in the specitic heats of
gases with temperature. The calculations of mrmi-
mum pressure attainable, based on the specific heats
given by Lewis and Randall (reference 7) and on the
heat of combustion (10,400 calories per gram at 30° C.)
determined by the National Bureau of Standards,

yield the following results for an air density of 6
atmospheres.

.

I I I
Temmhm

Oaltited Ex@mentnl

Corrections have been made for the increase in the
number of molecules on the assumption of completa
combustion and for dissociation of carbon dioxide and
water at the mtium temperature and pressure using
13jerrum’s dissociation values (reference 12, p. 264)
that check with the free-energy equations of Lewis and
Randall (reference 7). After these computations
were made, new vahms for thermodynamic quantities
calculated from spectroscopic data were published
(reference 13); the maximum pressuresattainable were
then recalculated using these values but the same
results were obtained. Since the specitic bents intro-
duce an error of at least 10 percent in the calculations
in addition to the error introduced by neglecting the
bent 10SS,the experimental values obtained show good
n.ggeementwith the calculated ones. The calcuhtod
vahms point out the variation to be expected with
temperature.

It will be noted that for the explosions with short
time intervals between injection and spark, the ratios
of mtiti to initial pressure fall far short of the
theoretically attainable ones. For these explosions
the ratio also increases slightly with temperature.
These results are not surprising and merely indicate
ihat distribution and vaporization play rLsignificant
yirt. The fact that densi~ is much more effectivo
ihan temperature in raisii the P.U/Pi ratio may be
xmelated with the fact that density is much more
~ffective than temperature in improving distribution.
h the whole series the greatest effect of temperature
moms with a change from 100° to 150° C. at the lowest
h density (5 atmospheres at 100° C.) where distribu-
tion is very poor. (See table I.)

It has already been observed that, regardless of the
ir density-,no explosion would occur at 100° C. when
he usual procedure of allowing 5 rninutea to elapse
]etween injection and spark was followed. It was
ihought tit the vapor pressure of the fuel at this
mmperaturemight be too low, which would result in
iheformation of a mixture that was too lean to ignite.
ldculations were made that yielded a value of 100
nm of Hg for the vapor pressure of hydrogenated
Qfety fuel at 100° C. The calculations were based
m empirical equations presented by Miss Elizabeth
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Aldrich (paper presented at the S. A. E. summer
meeting, 1932, entitled “The Vapor Pressures of
Automotive Iliesel Fuels “). If a molecukw weight of
136 is assumed (this value corresponds to a formula
CIAO and agrees well with the percentage composi-
tion and l.ieain the correct boiling range for the pure
hydrocarbons CIJZn and C,&), the quantity of fuel
that can be vaporized is 0.365 gram. This value
corr~pon& b ~ &fuel ratio of 23.3 at the highest
density, which is beyond the value of 20.7 that marks
the limit of ignition even at 200° C. Furthermore,
the limit of ignition has been found to change with
temperature, decreasing to 18.4 at 150° C., so that
the potability exists that at 100° C. a richer mixture
than one with m air-fuel rntio of 16 would be required
for ignition. From the vapor-pressure calculations it
is seen that only at an absolute pressure of 5 atmos-
pheres could a mixture richer than one with air/fuel=
15 be obtained; it was found that with an air-fuel
ratio of 12.5 an explosion would occur with a delay
period of 5 minutes at an i.nithiltemperature of 100° C.

Further calculations were made, using the equations
given by M.ieaAldrich, and it was found that at 160° C.
approximately 1.5 grams of fuel could be vaporized in
the bomb. A combustible mixture could therefore
always be obtained at this temperature.

At temperatures of 150° C. or greater, ignition
would take place with any time interval between in-
jection and spark greater than 0.003 or 0.004 second.
The effect of temperature on the maximum pressures
and on the time of reaction was greater at the lower
temperature. Because of the contradictory data and
the differences in experimental method of investiga-
tors in the field, it is d.ifficd.t to interpret the signifl-
cance of the effect of temperature. Mardles (refer-
ence 14) found an interesting correlation between the
temperature coefficient of the nondame oxidation and
the knocking tendency of the fuel. A brief review of
the effect of initial temperature found by other inv@i-
gators will be found in reference 15.

EFFE~OFDENSITY

From physical considerations the most significant
effect of air density is probably its influence on the
distribution of the fuel. Ike (reference 16) haa shown
that the distribution of the fuel within the spray
becomes more uniform as the density of the medium
increases. The continued appearance of spots of de-
posited carbon on the walls of the bomb showed
definitdy that the sprays always impinged upon the
walls; any increase in the density causing a corre-
sponding decrease in the penetration would therefore
improve the distribution throughout the bomb (refer-
ence 17).

Since the injection prw.ure is increased as the fuel
quantity is increased, the atomization as well as the
distribution is improved at the higher densities that
correspond to the higher fuel quantities. The results
are consistent with the expected improvement of dis-
tribution and atomization because a greater precentage
of the total fuel is burned (higher Pmu/P*ratio) with
increasing air density. The increased oxygen concen-
tration at the higher densities would have no effect on
the percentage of fuel burned, since the fuel concentra-
tion is increased to tie same extent. The implication,
however, is that the effect of the density on the distri-
bution in the liquid phase caused the continual increase
in the pressure ratios (P.JPJ for the explosions with
short T,– Ti periods. The ratio Pm=/P, for the
delayed explosions decreased slightly as the density
increased, which may be due to increased heat losses
at the higher temperatures accompanying the higher
pre9sures.

As the air density was increased, the time of reaction
increased under certain conditions and decreased under
others. I?or the delayed explosions the reaction time
always increased with density. For the explosions
with short T,—T< periods an increase in air density
from 5 to 10 atmospheres caused a decided decrease in
reaction time, again probably due to the influence of
density on distribution in this range. At an initial
temperature of 100° C. a further increase in density
to 15 atmospheres caused a further decrease in reaction
time but, at the higher temperatures, consistent with
the genertil tendency to approach the behavior of the
delayed explosions, the reaction time increaaed with
further increase in density. In figure 8, the reaction
time is plotted against the density for both types of
explosion.

Fenning found both for methsme-air explosions (ref-
erence 18) and for air-fuel-vapor (petrol, hexane, and
benzene) explosions (reference 19) that the explosion
time increased with density, just as it did in the present
experimental work for the delayed explosions. In
exploding CO-air mixtures at high initial pressures,
Bone and Townend (reference 12, p. 282) noted a
similar effect on the time of reaction as the initial
pressure is incrgased. They offer an explanation of
this phenomenon in the form of an energy-absorbing
effect of nitrogen, which they claim is vitiated by
the presence of hydrogen. This explanation, however,
is not completely satisfying even for CO-air esplosiona
and excludes hydrocarbon-air explosions in contradic-
tion to Fenning’s as well as to the present work.

Am-FuELRATIO

The difference between the vapor-ah explosions and
the liquid-vapor-air explosions is most clearly exhibited
by the variation with air-fuel ratio of each type. For
both types the air concentration was held constant.
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In the homogeneous reactions (delayed explosions)
the maximum pressure developed reached a maximum
at an air-fuel ratio of 10. This maximum is beyond the
theoretically correct mixture ratio of 15.6 and corre-
sponds to an air-fuel ratio that is just sufficient to burn
all the fuel to HaO and CO. Dr. R. F. Selden, of this
laboratory, has calculated the over-all energy of acti-
vation of the oxidation of safety fuel us@g the data at
different air-fuel ratios. The calculations yielded a
value of 31.1 kilogram-calories, which is of the correct
order of magnitude.

The leanest mixture that will @ii% varies with the
temperature. As the limits of ignition are determined
by the initial stage of the reaction, the initial tempera-
ture is a significant variable. The limits corresponded
to air-fuel ratios of approximately 23, 21, 18.5, and
12.5 at temperatures of 250°, 200°, 150°, and 100° C.,
respectively.

When the fuel was ignited 0.004 second after injec-
tion, the air-fuel ratio varied from point to point in
the bomb and only qualitatively may it be said that
the air-fuel ratio increased as the fuel quantity in-
creased. In the immediate neighborhood of the spark
the mixture must have been richer than thqt indi-
cated by ratio of the air and fuel quantities because
ignition would occur with an apparent air-fuel ratio
of 25. The true air-fuel ratio at the ignition limit
for the vapor-air explosions was 21 under the same
conditions (200° C., 6.3 atmospheres absolute pressure).
On the other hand, ignition could not be effected
at an apparent air-fuel ratio of 5, although the vapor-
air mixtures would explode at this ratio.

h the fuel quantity was increased in the hetero-
geneous mixtures at 200° C., the maximum pressures
developed upon explosion continuously increased and
the time of reaction continuously decreased. The
pressure rise per gram of fuel, however, decreased as
the fuel concentration increased, probably because
of poor distribution. The I@ghest P=JP, ratio
attained w-m 4.75 at an apparent air-fuel ratio of 7.5,
but it is obvious that even in this case all the available
~~gen was not consumed.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results obtained it must be concluded
that the extent and rate of combustion of a fuel
injected in the liquid state, particularly at low air
temperatures and densities, are dependent upon the
distribution and the condition of the fuel at the mo-
ment of ignition. At high air temperatures and den-
sitie9, a marked similarity exists in the course of com-
bustion of liquid fuel injected into the bomb and

ignited immediately and that of a fuel allowed to
-mporize completely before iggtion.

LANGLEY MEMOIiN AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
3TATIONALADVISORY Commmim FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD,VA., ~v.gwt 9, 193L7.
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